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I know many of you may not be enamored of daylight
savings time, but I confess to loving the sense of
possibility that comes with each year’s springing forward,
the feeling of unfolding options that arrives with daylight
into the evening hours.
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The mnemonic of springing forward and falling back
(which I rely on every year!) has me thinking about the
etymology of resilience and springing back in response to
stress. This season, our nostalgia for what was in the
“before time” meets up with our moving forward into
what comes next.
We have drawn on our resilience time and again this last
year, and are both exhausted and hopeful, longing for
what we miss and looking to a future that will inevitably
be different. The Interface Journal described being
resilient as “…entail[ing] more than the ability not only to
adjust and adapt to a perturbation, but also to transform
when the perturbation requires a new conceptualization
of the way in which to effectively proceed forward.”
I know everything that has happened in the last year is
more than a “perturbation” but the point is still well taken.
What new conceptualizations will be required of you? Of
us as a community and a campus? How can we honor the
losses we are grieving, the coping we have managed, the
work we have done, AND find the courage to think
differently about how we move forward? What old habits
and ways of thinking can we sweep out in our spring
cleaning?
We’re excited to be on this journey of springing forward
with all of you!

Taking Our Own Advice
We’ve learned a lot in the last year - with you and from
you. In response to your ideas and feedback, we are
redesigning programs to better meet staff needs. We’ve
expanded virtual and on-demand offerings, introduced
blended learning options such as the Project
Management Practical Learning Program, and added
topics including Empathy, Crucial Conversations, and
Managing Remote Teams.
We are challenging ourselves to take what we have
learned and keep making progress - focusing on the way
forward, differently. We are committed to making it
easier to find classes and resources, and to building
programs that respond to the changing needs of our
campus and give you more options - from on-demand,
self-guided learning to cohort-based programs that let
(continued on p. 3)
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Empower Yourself from Understanding
Empower yourself to make the most of this year so you
can continue to respond to evolving challenges. As you
look forward to the rest of 2021, prioritizing selfexploration and intentional strategizing will help you
assess and take action in ways that maximize your
capacity for creativity and productivity.
Strengthen Your Self-Awareness
Self-awareness is a cornerstone of emotional
intelligence and vital for maintaining healthy
relationships with yourself and others at work. Check
out the podcast episode "Successful Leadership:
Making Great Decisions" for questions to ask yourself
as you continue to explore your strengths and
opportunities for greater awareness.
Hope and purpose are driving forces for employees
during times of change. Check out the podcast
episode "Fostering Resilience, Purpose, and Hope,
Today and Tomorrow" for more ideas on activities
and questions to ask yourself and your team.
Look Forward - Make Plans and Take Action
Devising a plan forward for the year requires
prioritizing goals and streamlining priorities. Finding
a balance between maintaining productivity and
managing competing priorities requires intentional
decision making so that all members of a team are
(continued on p. 3)

What We Recommend
Articles
This is the Future of Remote Work in
2021
Resilience is Not About Bouncing
Back. It's About Moving Forward.
5 Ways to Spring Clean Your Health

Podcasts

Unlocking Us with Brene Brown
Happier with Gretchin Rubin
The Homecoming Podcast with Dr. Thema
Bryant-Davis

Media

Ubuntu: The One Word to Change How
You Work, Live, and Lead
Ted Radio Hour: Slowing Down
Greater Good: Why Shared Goals Can
Bridge Divides

E-Learning
Converting Challenges into
Opportunities
Positive Psychology: Resilience Skills
Maintaining Momentum Through
Challenging Times

New Ecourse on Career Tracks

Staff Education and Development recently worked with project lead Sally Morgan, Principal Human Resources
Analyst in VC Academic Affairs, and Lynn Bui and Melody Chiles, both Principal Compensation Analysts in
Campus Human Resources, to create an online course "Job Classification & Career Movement at UC San Diego."
This course will be available in the UC Learning Center in late April. An announcement will be made on Blink.
Here is what Sally had so share about the ecourse: “Job Classification & Career Movement at UC San Diego" was
inspired by the UExplore professional development program for early career and entry level staff employees,
hosted by the Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Academic Affairs. Over the years, we recognized the
number of staff unaware of how to understand job classification and the tools and resources available. This
highlighted a need to provide the information to the greater staff population in VCAA to ensure access and equity
for staff."
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HR Spotlight: Talent Acquisition
and Data Analytics
The campus Talent Acquisition and Data Analytics (TADA) team
supports the staff recruitment function and consists of the
Talent Advising team, Outreach Services, Recruitment and
Hiring, Data Analytics, and other integrated HR teams. TADA
has now made training on implicit bias a requirement for all
hiring managers, search committee members, and anyone
involved in the hiring process; however, they encourage all
employees to complete the Managing Implicit Bias series.
TADA has also been busy preparing for the launch of the new
jobs portal and the new Staff Promotion Program initiative
which went live on February 1, 2021. The new jobs portal, which
will be used by campus and UC San Diego Health, will feature
information-rich pages to help external and internal applicants
navigate topics surrounding UC San Diego culture, benefits,
diversity initiatives, total compensation, and will have
testimonials to showcase what is like to work at UC San Diego.
The new portal, which is set to launch in the next couple of
months, will be intuitive and will provide upgraded search
functionality and robust organizational highlights.

In response to feedback from the annual Staff@Work survey
related to advancement opportunities and career trajectories,
TADA recently launched the Staff Promotion Program. This
initiative is intended to support staff recruitment, development,
and retention strategies, enhancing UC San Diego employee
access to growth opportunities. Find out the details at
https://blink.ucsd.edu/HR/employment/promotion.html.

Career and Professional Development
Are you working on your Individual Development Plan
(IDP)? Career Connection offers consultations for IDP's - just
email career@ucsd.edu.
"Crucial Conversations: Focused" will be offered in midJune. Subscribe to our mailing list for information on this
and other upcoming classes.

Empower Yourself from
Understanding (cont.)

(continued from p.2)
aware of the priorities and all efforts are
aimed at achieving the high payoff, high
priority tasks.
Interested in how to execute on your work
and life goals? Check out the "Are you
Setting the Right Goals?" episode of The
Science of Happiness Podcast for resources
and ideas.

Taking Our Own Advice (cont.)
(continued from p.1)
us learn from each other. We are guided by our
priorities of building in ways that are strategic,
accessible, scalable and sustainable.
Stay tuned for new program tracks such as
Managerial/Supervisory, Inclusion and Belonging,
Change Management, and many more. These will
curate internal and external resources, so you can
create your own learning path.
This last year has also constantly reminded us how
lucky we are to be part of an amazing learning
community, and we are focused forward on
connecting and collaborating with our learning
partners across UC San Diego.

Skillsoft Courses for Personal Growth
You can continue your personal growth journey
with online Skillsoft courses such as:
Developing a Growth Mind-set
Forging Ahead with Perseverance and
Resilience
Leading in the Post-pandemic Workplace
These courses can help you develop a different
mindset and equip you to develop additional
skills that are increasingly necessary in the
workplace.
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My Action Plan For Moving Forward
Use this space to capture your thoughts on the information shared in this newsletter. What key ideas or concepts do you
want to be sure to remember? What next steps do you plan to take based on what you read?

Discussion Questions
What changes can I make in my routine and everyday life to become more resilient?
What goals do I want to accomplish in my own personal growth journey?
What do I need to empower myself?
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